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Puma (pyoo-muh)

Function: Noun 

Definition: another form of a 

cougar or the fur of a cougar 

Origin: 1777 from Spanish 

puma, from Quechua puma





Tranquility (trang-kwil-i-tee)

Function: Noun

Definition: quality or state of being tranquil; 

calmness; peacefulness; quiet; serenity

Origin: from Old French tranquilite meaning

“peace or happiness” 12th century, from Latin 

tranquillitatem meaning “quiet, stillness, or 

serenity” from tranquillus meaning "quiet, 

calm, still”, also from trans- meaning “over” 

with a root related to quies or “rest or quiet” 



Tranquility



Music (myoo-zik) 
 Function: Noun 

 Definition:

1. an art of sound in time that expresses ideas and emotions in   

significant forms through the elements of rhythm, melody, harmony, 

and color.

2. the tones or sounds employed, occurring in single line (melody) or 

multiple lines (harmony), and sounded or to be sounded by one or more 

voices or instruments, or both.

3. musical work or compositions for singing or playing.

 Origin: middle 13th century, from Old French musique 12th century, 

from Latin musica or “the art of music”, from Greek mousike

pertaining to “art of the muses” from the Mousa muse 1630’s. Other 

sources include Spanish musica, Italian musica, Old High German 

mosica, German musik, Dutch muziek, Danish musik.





Karma (kahr-muh)

Function: Noun 

Definition: action, seen as bringing upon oneself 

inevitable results, good or bad, either in this life or 

in a reincarnation;  fate or destiny 

Origin: 1827, in Buddhism the sum of a person 

actions in ones life to determine the next form of 

destiny in life, in Sanskrit karma is “action, deed, or 

fate”, in Avestan kerenaoitit meaning “makes”, and 

in Old Persian kunautiy meaning “he makes”





Lee (LEE)

Function: Noun

Definition: protective shelter; the side or 

part that is sheltered or turned away 

from the wind

Origin: from Old English leah meaning 

“clearing” 14th century, ranked #667 in 

the US



Ubiquitous (yoo-BIK-wi-tes)

Function: adjective 

Definition: present, appearing, or found 

everywhere.

Origin: 1800, from ubiquity + -ous, from Modern 

Latin ubiquitarius meaning "being, existing, or 

turning up everywhere” or from ubique
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